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PROJECTIVITY   OF  THE  WHITEHEAD  SQUARE

DUANE  RANDALL

Abstract. We show that the Whitehead square of the gener-

ator of ir„(S") is not a projective homotopy class for any integer n

with neither n or n + l being a power of 2.

1. Introduction. Let <onetr2n_x(Sn) denote the Whitehead square of

the generator of Trn(Sn). To determine the integers « for which <on can

be halved is an important problem in homotopy theory. A homotopy

class [/] e trm(X) is called projective in [7] iff/is homotopic to g ° n for

some map g:Pm—>-X where Tr:Sm->-Pm denotes the double covering. We

remark that con can be halved iff there exists g : P2n~l^-Sn with [g o 7r] = a>„

and [g°i]=0 where /¡pîn-icF8*-1. In this note we shall prove the

following.

Theorem. (on is not projective for any positive integer « with neither

n nor n+l a power of 2.

The proof consists of constructing a complex with a nontrivial cup

product mod 2 if mn is projective and then applying decomposability of

Steenrod squares to obtain a contradiction.

Note that w„=0 for «= 1, 3, 7 and so is trivially projective. By [5] w4 is

projective, but w4 can not be halved. Since 2vm(X) consists of projective

classes for odd m and any space X by [7], w15 and to3x can be halved (see

[3]) and so are projective.

2. Notation. The coefficient group for cohomology is Z2 whenever

omitted. We write /Z*(P°°)=Z2[a] and recall Sq'aJ = (Óa/+\ The

following result on binomial coefficients is needed.

Lemma. Let n = 2s + 2< with 0<s<2'-\ If (2'2~12-') is odd with 0<i^s,

then Ct-11) is even.

Proof. Let x(m) denote the number of l's in the dyadic expansion of

m. Now <x(2s—i) = <x(2s—2/) + a(/) since the dyadic expansions of /' and

2s—2/are disjoint by hypothesis. If ("t,-!1) is odd,.a(2i-|-/— 1) = <x(2j—<)+

a(2/—1). Thus <z{2s+i— l) = a.(2s—2i) + a(i) + c(2i— 1), a contradiction.
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3. Proof. Assume «>n is projective. We obtain the following diagram

of horizontal and vertical Puppe sequences with homotopy commutative

squares.

S2n-l _L> S„ -y Sn   U fg2n ->. £*,

I h I £»

ï Ïy
(3.1) F2"1—y S"-vC?-ySF2""1

Y                       Y                        Y Y
P2n _y  * _y Vp2tî _y 2F2n

Here   [/] = «„.  Cs denotes the mapping cone of g  which   exists   by

hypothesis.

Theorem A.    m„ is not projective for n=2s+2t with 0<5<2<_1.

Proof. Assume mn projective and let u generate Hn(Cg;Z)=Z in (3.1).

Note y'*« generates Hn(Sn;Z) and h*u generates Hn(Sn U fe2n;Z).

Now u>n has Hopf invariant ±2 and Xw induces multiplication by 2 on

integral cohomology in dimension 2n. Thus u U u generates H2n(Cg; Z)

so SqnM^0. By [1]

(3.2) Sq" = Sq2sSq2' + | (2<^ ~ ''jsq-'Sq4.

If (*¿?w) is odd, Sq"-í(Sa"+¿-1)=("+Í71)Sa2»-1=0 by the  Lemma  so

Sq"-,Sqi«=0. Also Sq2s(£a.n+2'-l)=0 so Sqnw = 0, contradiction.

Theorem B. o>„ is not projective for any odd integer n with n+1 «oí a

power of 2.

Proof. Assume a>„ projective so (3.1) exists and write m=n+\ =25+2'

with 0<5<2i"1. Note that Hn(Cg; Z)=Z®Z2. Let y>: S"xSn-+Sn U fe2n

be the natural map identifying axes. Set F=h°y. The morphism F*:

H2n(Cg;Z)^H2n(SnxSn;Z) is multiplication by 2 and so F* is trivial

with Z2 coefficients in dimension 2«. The Hopf construction applied to

F gives a map p: ,S2"+1—«-2Ca with mapping cone X. Sqm is nontrivial

on Hm(X) by [4]. (See [6] for a complete proof.) Consider the following

diagram of cofibrations and homotopy commutative squares.

S2m-\ _£_*. Y,Cg -> X

II 12' Ir
(3.3) | |

£2m-l _j. •£2p2n-l _> 22F2n
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We now apply (3.2). Note that Sq' is trivial on H'"(X) for odd i since

Sq'^Sq'Sq'-1 and Sq1(S2a"'*,"3)=0. Suppose (tV) is odd with /even.

We must show Sq'"-'(2:2a",+''-2) = 0 so that Sq"'-'Sq' is trivial on Hm(X)

via r* in (3.3). In //*(FCC) Sq",-'(tx"'+^2)Ua = Sqm-'(a'" "-1) = 0 by the

Lemma so Sqm"'(a"i+'-2)=0. Also Sq2s(a""2'-2) = 0 so Sq™ is trivial on

Hm(X), contradiction.
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